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1. INTRoDUcTIoN 
Let E/F be a Galois extension of number fields with Galois group G. The 
purpose of this paper is to give sufficient conditions for all the Artin 
L-series of G to be holomorphic at some point s,, E C under the hypothesis 
that the zeta-function of E has a zero of order 12 at so. More specifically, 
we prove that under this assumption on the [-function, Artin’s Conjecture 
A 
is true at sO if it is true for all sections of G isomorphic to X,(3) or to 
X,(p) for odd primes p (here SG) is any non-trivial semi-direct product 
of the quaternion group of order 8 by a cyclic 3-group). 
We begin with some background material and motivation. Suppose 
T: G + GL( V) is a finite dimensional complex representation of G with 
character 4. The Artin L-series, L(s, d), is defined as 
Us, 4) = fl Cdet(l - N,,(~)-“Tl v4Frobb))l -l, SEC, 
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where the product is over all primes 9 in F, V’ is the subspace of V fixed 
by the inertia group Z of a prime in E over 9, and Frob, is a Frobenius 
element of G at that prime over P? in E. When it is necessary to emphasize 
the extension E/F associated to the L-series, we shall write L(s, 4, E/F). By 
results of Hecke, Artin, and Brauer this Euler product (which is seen to 
converge in the right half-plane Re s > 1) has a meromorphic continuation 
to the entire complex plane. Artin’s Conjecture is that if 4 does not contain 
the principal character of G, then L(s, 0) is an entire function. 
In order to motivate the main result of this paper we recall the properties 
of Artin L-series which will serve as the axioms for our character- and 
group-theoretic arguments: 
(1) L(s, $, +G2)=L(s, $,)L(s, $*), where $,, I++~ are characters 
of G. 
(2) If E, is the fixed field of ker I++, then L(s, $, E/F) = L(s, rl/‘, E,/F), 
where $’ is the character IJ considered as a character of G/ker I//. 
(3) L(s, A, E/EH) = L(s, IndG,(L), E/F), where H < G, I is a character 
of H, and EH is the fixed field of H. 
(4) If x is a non-principal linear character, L(s, x) is entire; if x,, is the 
principal character, L(s, x0) = iF( ) s is analytic everywhere except for a 
simple pole at s = 1 (here IF(~) is the Dedekind zeta-function of F). 
Results (l)-(3) are proved in [ 181 and (4) is a consequence of Artin 
Reciprocity and the analytic continuation of Hecke L-series [l, 17-J. It is 
also known (see [ 181) that all Artin L-series L(s, 1) are analytic at s = 1 
for all non-principal irreducible characters x of G. Brauer’s Theorem that 
every irreducible character is an integral linear combination of characters 
which are induced from linear characters of nilpotent subgroups together 
with (l)-(4) establishes the meromorphy of Artin L-series. 
Fix some point .sO EC - { 1). In [ 193 Heilbronn introduced the virtual 
character of any subgroup H of G 
where nti is the order of zero or pole of the meromorphic function 
L(s, $, E/E”) at s = sO. We adopt the terminology that an integral linear 
combination of characters of a group is a oirtual character; if all the coef- 
ficients are non-negative, it is called a character. Observe that 8, is a 
character of H if and only if all Artin Z-series attached to the extension 
E/EH are analytic at sO. Using Frobenius Reciprocity and (l)-(3) 
Heilbronn essentially proved that 
eGiH=eH> for all HI G 
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(the proof appears as Lemma 1 in the next section). In particular, for every 
abelian subgroup H, 13, (H is a character of H. 
By restricting 8, to the identity subgroup, evaluating at 1 and using the 
second part of Property (4) one sees that 
~G(l)=or4=,iE(s). (*I 
In particular, since the Dedekind zeta function has no pole at sO, 6,( 1) 2 0. 
Stark (in [21]) proved that 
if f?,(l)< 1, all L(s, x) are analytic at s0 for all characters x of G 
(this is proved in the next section-see the remark following the proof of 
Lemma 3). 
In [ 111 Foote and Murty show that if G is solvable, all Artin L-series 
are analytic at s0 whenever 8,( 1) <pz - 2, where p2 is the second smallest 
(distinct) prime divisor of lG(. The purpose of this paper is to illustrate for 
arbitrary (possibly non-solvable) groups G exactly what conditions are 
group-theoretically necessary to ensure that Artin’s Conjecture holds at s0 
when I!?,( 1) I 2 using properties of 8,. From another perspective, the main 
result of this work is to characterize in the first case beyond Stark’s 
Theorem the minimal obstructions to a possible proof of Artin’s Conjecture 
based on (analytic) knowledge of the order of zero of certain Dedekind 
c-functions. We adopt the notation that SG) is any extension of the 
quaternion group Q of order 8 by the cyclic 3-group (t), where t induces 
an outer automorphism of order 3 on Q and t3 centralizes Q (for each n 2 1 
A 
there is a unique group of order 8.3” of type S&(3)). The main result is: 
THEOREM I. Let E/F be a Galois extension of number fields with Galois 
group G and let sO E @ - (1 }. Assume the Dedekind C-function of E has a 
zero of order 12 at sO. Assume further that $ FE F, z E, z E, with E,/F, 
a Galois extension with Galois group isomorphic to SL,(p), for some odd 
prime p, or isomorphic to Sa), then all Artin L-series L(s, $, E,/F,) are 
analytic at sO for all characters $ of Gal(E,/F,). Then L(s, x, E/F) is 
analytic at sO, for all characters x of G. 
If the Galois group G has no section isomorphic to SL,(3) (hence has 
A 
none isomorphic to SL,(p), for all odd primes p, or to SL,(3)), the second 
hypothesis of the Theorem holds vacuously.‘This gives: 
COROLLARY. Let E/F be a Galois extension of number fields with Galois 
group G and let sO E C - (1 }. Assume the Dedekind c-function of E has a 
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zero of order I 2 at sO. Any of the following conditions is sufficient to ensure 
that all Artin L-series are analytic at so: 
(i) the order of G is prime to 3, 
(ii) G has abelian Sylow 2-subgroups, or 
(iii) G has dihedral Sylow 2-subgroups. 
By deep results of R. Langlands on base change it is known that Artin’s 
Conjecture is true for any Galois extension of a number field whose Galois 
group modulo its center is isomorphic to A, (see [20] or [ 123). By quoting 
this result we may eliminate the obstructions of type Ss) from the 
hypotheses of Theorem I and consequently obtain Artin’s conjecture at so 
for all solvable extensions E/F in which i,(s) has a zero of order 12 at so: 
THEOREM II. Let E/F be a Galois extension of number fields with Galois 
group G and let so E C - {l}. Assume the Dedekind c-function of E has a 
zero of order I 2 at so. Assume further that if Fc F, s E, G E with EJF, 
a Galois extension with Galois group isomorphic to SL,(p) for some odd 
prime p b 5, then all Artin L-series L(s, $, EJF,) are analytic at so for all 
characters $ of Gal(E,/F,). Then L(s, x, E/F) is analytic at so for all charac- 
ters x of G. 
COROLLARY. Let E/F be a Galois extension of number fields with Galois 
group G and let s,EC-- (1). IfG is solvable and tf the Dedekind c-function 
of E has a zero of order I 2 at so, then all Artin L-series are analytic at so. 
The proof of Theorem I does not rely on base change results. It is known 
that Artin’s Conjecture is true for all degree 2 characters x of the Galois 
group G for which G/ker x is solvable (see [22]). By quoting this deep 
result we could only shorten our proof by a few paragraphs, as noted 
before the statement of Lemma 7. 
We do not necessarily espouse the view that Artin’s Conjecture should 
be attacked by attempting to bound the order of zeros of certain [ func- 
tions. Rather, we wish to bring to light the limitations and obstructions to 
this approach. It may be possible, however, to use results along this line as 
weak forms of Artin’s Conjecture to obtain useful analytic information 
along the lines of [21]. 
The proof of Theorem I occupies Section 2. Lemmas l-5 translate the 
four properties of L-series we have listed into properties of the virtual 
character 8,. In a minimal counterexample to Theorem I the virtual 
character Bc is not a character but its restriction to every proper subgroup 
is a character of degree 2. Furthermore, every irreducible constituent which 
appears with negative coefficient in 8, is faithful, non-linear, and not 
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induced from any proper subgroup. From Lemma 6 onward the arguments 
rely only on the fact that G is a finite group and 19~ is a virtual character 
of G which has the properties just mentioned; we are led to a contradiction 
if G is not isomorphic to X,(p) or X,(3). This purely group-theoretic 
result is recorded at the end of this section. A combination of character 
theory and group theory is used to reduce to when G is quasisimple. Some 
further local analysis determines enough of the 2-local structure of G to 
complete the proof by using the Classification of Finite Simple Groups to 
check certain (group-theoretic) properties of each quasisimple group. 
In Section 3 we give examples to illustrate that the groups S&(p) and 
si3) cannot be eliminated as minimal obstructions by arguments which 
rely solely on the properties of L-series we have used. 
THEOREM III. Suppose G is a finite group with a virtual character 0 
satisfying: 
(1) ~(1)12, 
(2) 8 is not a character of G but its restriction to every proper sub- 
group is a character, and 
(3) if x is any irreducible constituent of 8 such that (8, x) < 0 then x 
is faithful, non-linear, and not induced from any proper subgroup of G. 
Then fJ( 1) = 2, GE S&(p) or SG) f or some prime p 2 5, and 0 is one of 
the virtual characters described in Propositions I, II, and III in Section 3. 
2. PROOF OF THE MAIN THEOREM 
Throughout this section we assume that the hypotheses and notation of 
Theorem I are in effect and that E/F is an extension of minimal degree for 
which L(s, x) has a pole at s,, for some irreducible character x of G. Let 0, 
be the virtual character of H for all Hd G described in the preceding 
section. By hypothesis, 0, is not a character. We refer to properties (l)-(4) 
for Artin L-series described in Section 1. 
LEMMA 1. 13~1 H = 9, for all subgroups H of G. 
ProoJ It is immediate from Property (1) of L-series that for any 
character 4 of G 
<he,> = ord,=,L(s, 4, E/F). (1.1) 
In order to prove the lemma we must show that for all irreducible charac- 
ters 1 of H, (A, 13”)~= (A, oGIN)“. The left hand side of this is, by 
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definition, ordsZsoL(s, 2, E/EH). The right hand side is, by Frobenius 
Reciprocity, (IndG,(I), OG)G. By property (3) of L-series, 
L(s, I, E/EH) = L(s, Indg(n), E/F). 
By applying (1.1) with 4 = IndG,(A) we obtain the desired equality. 
LEMMA 2. 8, is not a character of G but tic 1 H is a character of H for 
all proper subgroups H of G. 
ProoJ Since the bound on the order of zero of the Dedekind <-function 
is for the field E and the other hypothesis is imposed on all sections of G, 
both hypotheses carry over to subgroups of G. By minimality of G, Artin’s 
Conjecture is true at s0 for all extensions E/K, where K is a proper exten- 
sion of F in E. This implies Lemma 2. 
LEMMA 3. (1) le,( g)l I 2, for all g E G. 
(2) (e,, 8,)14, with equality holding ifand only if le,(g)l =2 for 
all g E G. 
(3) e,(l) = 2. 
Proof: By (*) in the preceding section, e.(l)=ord,=,[.(s). Since 
s0 # 1, e,( 1) r 0. Our hypotheses therefore imply that e,( 1) = 0, 1, or 2. 
Let d = e,( 1). The assumed existence of a counterexample x to Artin’s Con- 
jecture forces G to be non-abelian (by Properties (1) and (4) of L-series). 
Thus for each ge G, 8, restricts to a character of degree d on the (proper) 
subgroup (g). Thus e,(g) is a sum of d roots of unity and so lo,(g)/ Ed 
for all ge G. In particular, (1) holds. The formula for the norm of 8, 
immediately implies that (8,, 0,) I d2. This gives (2). 
If d = 0 or 1, then 8, is a non-zero virtual character of norm I 1. Since 
e,( 1) r 0, 8, must be a character contrary to assumption. This establishes 
(3). 
The reader may wish to observe that Lemma 3(3) is, in fact, Stark’s 
Theorem (namely, if the order of zero of I&S) at s = s0 is I 1, then Artin’s 
Conjecture is true for G at so). Also, the next lemma essentially contains a 
proof of the Aramata-Brauer Theorem at sO: for any field E,, between E 
and F, SEIIE,, is holomorphic at s0 (normality of E,/F is not needed to 
show this part of the lemma). 
LEMMA 4. Zf 2 is any irreducible character of G such that L(s, x) has a 
pole at so, then x is faithful. 
Proof: Let x be any irreducible character of G such that L(s, 1) has a 
pole at so, let H = ker x, and let E, be the fixed field of H. For x0 the 
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principal character of H, by Property (4) of L-series L(s, x0, E/E,) = CEO(s). 
By Lemma 1 and Lemma 3(2), /0,(g)l < 2 for all g E H, so by the formula 
for the norm of 8, we get ( tIH, 8,), < 4. Thus by definition of 8, 
c ns = (OH, 8,),14. 
I) E h(H) 
Since n:, is one of the terms in the above sum, n,, I 2. This proves 
ord,,,,i,(s) d 2. 
Thus by Property (2) of L-series, the triple E,, F, x’ (where x’ is the 
character x considered as a character of Gal(E,/F)) is also a counter- 
example. By minimality of E/F we must have E, = E, i.e., Lemma 4 holds. 
LEMMA 5. If 1 is any irreducible character of G such that L(s, x) has a 
pole at so, then x is not induced from any proper subgroup of G. 
ProoJ: If x = Indg(4) for some character 4 of a proper subgroup H of 
G, then by minimality of G, L(s, 4, E/EH) is analytic at so. By Property (2) 
of L-series so is L(s, 1, E/F), a contradiction. 
LEMMA 6. Every abelian normal subgroup of G is central and cyclic. 
Proof By assumption there is a faithful irreducible character x of G 
which is not induced from any proper subgroup. By a consequence of 
Clifford’s Theorem due to Blichfeldt [7, Corollary 50.71 x restricted to any 
abelian normal subgroup is a multiple of a single linear character. This 
implies the lemma. 
The next lemma treats the case in which Artin’s Conjecture fails for some 
faithful character of degree 2 of G. By quoting results on base change, 
which prove Artin’s Conjecture for degree 2 representations of any solvable 
group (see [22]), we would only need to consider when G/Z(G) E S&(5). 
We choose not to rely on these deep analytic results; however, for 
convenience, after some general results about central extensions the 
non-solvable configuration is eliminated first. 
LEMMA 7. Zf x is any irreducible character of G such that L(s, x) has a 
pole at so, then x( 1) > 2. 
Proof: By way of contradiction suppose x is an irreducible character of 
G such that L(s, 1) has a pole at so and x( 1) = 2. Since x is a faithful 
irreducible character of G which is not induced from any proper subgroup, 
a result of Blichfeldt [5] gives that 
G/Z(G)r A4, S4, or A,. (7.1) 
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Our first main aim will be to show that the center of G does not have 
a complement in G. Let Z = Z(G) and note that Z is cyclic. As an 
intermediate step we prove 
if G = HZ for some proper subgroup H of G, then Bc 1 H is irreducible. 
(7.2) 
First note that by Clifford’s Theorem [9, pp. 53-54) every irreducible 
character of G remains irreducible when restricted to H. Furthermore, for 
every irreducible character A of H, Ind$(n) is a sum of distinct irreducible 
characters of G of the same degree as 1>. 
Now to prove (7.2) assume to the contrary that eG( H = a1 + a2 or 
O,l,=2a, where a1,a2, and a are linear characters of H. By Frobenius 
Reciprocity (e,, IndG,(aJ) = 1, i= 1,2, or (e,, Ind$(a)) = 2, respec- 
tively. By the preceding paragraph in either case there are distinct linear 
characters 4, and & of G such that 8, contains the constituent di + & 
with multiplicity + 1. Since by Lemma 3(2) 8, has at most four irreducible 
constituents and x is one of these (with multiplicity - l), degree considera- 
tions force 
for some irreducible character + of G of degree 2. Lemma 3(2) also forces 
le,(g)l =2 for all gEG. By construction e,IH=(d,+&)lH so $JH=~IH. 
Since for all hi H, d,(h)+&(h) has absolute value 2, we must have 
hIH=42lHY i.e., 8,) H = 2a. Note that any irreducible character of G is 
determined uniquely by its restrictions to H and Z. Now $i and & are 
distinct linear characters of G which agree on H so their restrictions to Z 
must be distinct linear characters of Z. Similarly, $ I z = 2s and x 1 z = 2~, 
for distinct linear characters E and p of Z. It follows that eGj z cannot be 
a character of Z. This contradiction proves (7.2). 
Next we prove 
Z(G) is contained in every maximal subgroup of G. (7.3) 
Assume by way of contradiction G = HZ, for some proper subgroup H of 
G. By (7.2) 8,j,= 1 is an irreducible character of H. Since B,(h) does not 
have absolute value 2 for some h E H, Lemma 3(2) implies that Bc has at 
most 3 irreducible constituents (all distinct). As noted above ~1~ is an 
irreducible character of H and 8, I H is a character of H, so there must be 
an irreducible character II/ of G of degree 2 which appears as a constituent 
of 8, with multiplicity + 1 such that II/ I H = 11”. By degree considerations, 
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where 4 is a degree 2 irreducible character of G. Since OG restricts to a 
character of Z, the only possibility is that tic lz = 2s for some linear charac- 
ter E of Z. Since for any h E H, OG restricts to a character on the proper sub- 
group (Z, h) and restricts to 2s on Z, it follows that O,(zh) = E(Z) B,(h) 
for all ZE Z and he H. Thus if z,, . . . . z, are coset representatives for G/H 
lying in Z, then 
3lGl = IGl(e,, 0,) = i 1 lhww 
i=l hsH 
= i C (IE(zi)l v.ww 
i=l hsH 
i=l heH 
This contradiction establishes (7.3). 
Since G is a counterexample to Theorem I, by hypothesis G is not 
isomorphic to S&(5). Note that A, does not have a faithful representation 
of degree 2 and because its Schur multiplier has order 2, if G/Z(G) z A,, 
we must have G = X,(5) Z(G). Result (7.3) has eliminated this case. 
We are left with the cases when G/Z(G) is isomorphic to A4 or &. It 
follows easily from (7.3) that in the former case G E SG) (see Section 1 
for the definition of this group). Again this is ruled out by the hypotheses 
of Theorem I since G is a counterexample. 
For the remainder of the proof G/Z(G) g S4. It follows from (7.3) that 
G = LT, where L is a normal subgroup of G isomorphic to SL,(3), T= (t ) 
is a cyclic 2-group inducing an outer automorphism of order 2 on L, and 
t* E Z(G). Let 
H=L* (t2)zSL2(3)*Zz. (central product) 
so H is of index 2 in G. Now x is a faithful degree 2 character of G, so 
/I = x( H is a faithful irreducible character of H. By Clifford’s Theorem there 
are precisely 2 irreducible characters, @ and x of G, which restrict on H to 
/I. These are the only irreducible characters of G which when restricted 
to H contain p as a constituent. Since fJG 1 H is a character of H we must 
therefore have rc/ - x as a constituent of OG. More precisely, since by 
Lemma 3(2) each irreducible constituent of 8, has multiplicity _+ 1, 
h-=4+*-x, (7.4) 
where 4 is a virtual character orthogonal to II/ and x. By Lemma 3, IP either 
is irreducible or has two distinct irreducible constituents. 
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NOW e,l,=til, is a character of H of degree 2. If 8,I H = 2a for some 
linear character a of H, then by Cifford’s Theorem we must have 
4 = IndG,(a) and 4 is a sum of two linear characters of G. If, on the other 
hand, 8,I H is either irreducible or a sum of two distinct linear characters 
of H, it follows that for some h E H, B,(h) = d(h) has absolute value less 
than 2; in this situation 4 is forced to be a single irreducible character by 
Lemma 3(2). In any event 4 is always a character of G of degree 2. 
Let S be a Sylow 2-subgroup of G. Note that $ and x restrict to faithful 
degree 2 characters of S. Since S is non-abelian, ti 1 s and ~1 s are irreducible. 
These characters differ on S- H so they are distinct irreducible characters 
of S. Since ec 1 s is a character of S, by (7.4) and the preceding remarks we 
must have that (4 - x)1 s is a character of S. Both 4 and 2 have degree 2 
so 41 s = ~1 s. The final contradiction will come from showing that 4 = x. 
Since they agree on a Sylow 2-subgroup it remains to show that these two 
characters are the same on elements of order 3 .2”. Since 41s = x( s is a 
faithful irreducible character of S of degree 2, 4 must be a faithful 
irreducible character of G of degree 2. Let x be an element of order 3 in G. 
Since x is conjugate to its inverse in G, d(x) = -1 = x(x). Furthermore, 
every element of order 3.2” is conjugate to an element in xZ(G). Since 
Z(G) < S it follows that 4 and x are equal on all elements of xZ(G). This 
shows that 4 =x which is the desired contradiction. The proof of the 
lemma is complete. 
Following the basic procedure in [lo] and [ 1 l] we decompose 6JG into 
three mutually orthogonal constituents: 
(i) let 8, be the sum of all constituents nti,lCI of Bc, where II/ is an 
irreducible character of G such that $( 1) > 2 and n, > 0; 
(ii) let -8, be the sum of all constituents n,~ of 0,, where 2 is an 
irreducible character of G such that n, < 0; and 
(iii) let 8, be the sum of all constituents n,l of 8,, where A is an 
irreducible character of G of degree < 2. 
By Lemma 7, (e,, 0,) =0 and, by construction, 0, is orthogonal to both 
8, and 8,, whence 
e,=e,-e,+e3. 
LEMMA 8. Suppose N is a non-abelian proper normal subgroup of G. One 
of the following holds: 
(1) for some irreducible constituent A of 8,) A 1 N is a faithful irreducible 
character of N of degree 2 and for some irreducible constituent x of tl,, ~1 N 
is a multiple of II,, 
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(3) 19~ =O, and for some irreducible constituents II/ of 0, and x’ of 
e2, $jN and ~‘1~ are both multiples of 4, where q4 is a faithful irreducible 
character of N of degree 2. 
Proof Assume (1) does not hold and let x be any irreducible con- 
stituent of 0, and 2 any irreducible constituent of Q3. Since x is not induced 
from any proper subgroup of G, it follows from Clifford’s Theorem [9, 
p. 531 that XJ ,,, = ccl for some irreducible character 0: of N and some e E Z +. 
Note that since x is faithful, so is ~1 and since N is non-abelian, a( 1) 2 2. 
Since (1) does not hold and each irreducible constituent of 03 has degree 
at most 2, (XI,,,, AI N) = 0, for all irreducible constituents 1 of 8,. Since x 
was an arbitrary irreducible constituent of e2, 
(&I,, bl,v)=O. (8.1) 
Lemma 2 gives that 8,/, is a character of N. Now 0, JN = 
~1l,-~*lN+&lN~ Let 8i IN - eZ IN= q5. Assume now that (2) does not 
hold, so by (8.1) we must have that 4 is a non-zero character of N. Note 
that 
so +4(l) I 2. Let $ be an irreducible constituent of 8, such that 
($ IN, 4) # 0. By Clifford’s Theorem 
for some G-conjugate irreducible characters $i, . . . . $,,, of N and f E Z +. 
Since q4 is G-stable, each tii must be a constituent of 4. In particular, 
$1(1)+11/2(l)+ ... +$,(1)<4(1)12. 
If $ IN is orthogonal to e2( N, it follows that I& IN is a constituent of 4. In 
this case, $( 1) < d( 1) < 2, contrary to $ being an irreducible constituent of 
el. Thus some, hence all, tii must be constituents of x’ IN for some 
irreducible constituent x’ of e2. As noted above, x’ I N is a multiple of a 
single faithful irreducible character of N. This forces m = 1, *i(l) = 2, 
It/i = 4, and e3 = 0. This shows that (3) holds. 
LEMMA 9. Suppose N is a proper, non-abelian normal subgroup of G for 
which no irreducible constituent of 8, restricts to a multiple of a faithful 
irreducible degree 2 character of N. Then G/N is cyclic. 
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Proof. The hypotheses on 8, ensure that Part (2) of Lemma 8 applies 
and so 8, IN = d2 IN. If G/N is not cyclic, then for every x E G, (x, N) is a 
proper subgroup of G. Since 8i # d2, there exists an x E G such that 
0,(x)#0,(x). Let H= (x, N). Since e21N is orthogonal to e31N, 
By Lemma 2, Bc 1 H is a character of H. It follows that 8,I H - 8,I H must be 
a character of H. By restricting to N, however, we see that 0i and t$ have 
the same degree, so 8, IH= e2jH. This contradicts the fact that 
e,(x) # e,(x). The assumption that H is a proper subgroup must be false. 
LEMMA 10. F*(G) = Z(G) E(G) and G/F*(G) is cyclic. 
ProoJ: Let N = F*(G). Since C,(N) = Z(N), Lemma 6 implies that N is 
not abelian. Notice also that for every prime p, every characteristic abelian 
subgroup of O,(G) is central and cyclic. By P. Hall’s Theorem [ 14, 
Theorem 54.91 O,(G) is a central product Q, Q,, where Q, is extraspecial 
and Q2 is either cyclic, (generalized) quaternion, dihedral, or quasidihedral. 
In the latter three cases if 1 Q2 ( > 8, G would have a non-central abelian 
normal subgroup (cyclic of order 4), a contradiction. Thus if Qz is non- 
abelian, 1 Q2 ( = 8 and we may absorb it into Q, This shows that for all 
primes p, 
O,(G) = QC, 
where Q is extraspecial (or trivial) and C is cyclic and central. 
Assume first that N has a faithful (irreducible) character of degree 2. In 
this case, since the minimal degree of a faithful character of an extraspecial 
group of order p2w+ ’ is pw, we must have O,(G) < Z(G) for all odd primes 
p and O,(G) = QC as above, with IQ\ = 8 or 1. 
If F(G) = Z(G), from an explicit examination of the linear groups of 
degree 2 [S] it follows that E(G) % X,(5). Moreover, JG: F*(G)1 < 2, so 
the lemma is true in this case. If, however, F(G) & Z(G), the degree 2 
representation restricted to F(G) must be irreducible. By Schur’s Lemma, 
C&F(G)) is cyclic. This forces E(G) = 1, i.e., F*(G) =F(G) with F(G) a 
central product of Z(G) and a group isomorphic to Q, or D,. One now 
easily sees that every primitive faithful irreducible character of G has degree 
2, contrary to Lemma 5 and Lemma 7. 
Consider now the case when N does not have a faithful irreducible 
character of degree 2. By Lemma 9, G/N is cyclic. It remains to show that 
F(G) I Z(G). Let M = F(G) and, by way of contradiction, assume 
M m4 Z(G), i.e., M is non-abelian. 
Consider first when M does not have a faithful irreducible character of 
degree 2. By Lemma 8, 8, I,,,, = 8, I,,,,. By the above calculations, M’ is a 
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non-trivial central subgroup, and by assumption, the kernel of every 
irreducible constituent of 0X intersects M’ nontrivially. Since every 
irreducible constituent of e2 is faithful on M’ (hence is a multiple of a single 
non-principal linear character of M’), 
For arbitrary x E G let H= (x, M’). Note that H is abelian, hence proper 
in G. By the above, 
Thus, as before, Lemma 2 implies that 8,I H - 13~ IH is a character of H. 
Since G1 and 8, agree on M, they have the same degree, whence 
8, IH = 0, IH. Since x was arbitrary, 8, = Bz, a contradiction. 
Finally, consider when M does have a faithful irreducible character of 
degree 2. By previous calculations, 
where Q z Q, or D,. Since now M # F*(G), E(G) # 1. If no irreducible 
constituent of 8, restricts to a multiple of a faithful character of E(G) of 
degree 2, by Lemma 9, G/E(G) is cyclic. This is impossible, since 
Q n E(G) I Z(G) and Q/(Q n Z(G)) is a fourgroup. Thus for some 
irreducible constituent x of e2 
xl E(G) = e#y for some faithful degree 2 character 4 of E(G), e E h +. 
This forces E(G) E S&(5). Now for every irreducible constituent ;Z of 03, 1 
cannot be faithful on E(G) Q. It follows therefore that Q’ E Z, is in the 
kernel of A. 
If N is a proper subgroup of G, Lemma 8 implies that 8i ) N = 13~1 N. We 
may then argue as above that for any x E G with H= (x, Q’) (using Q’ in 
place of M’), 0,(x) = 0,(x), a contradiction. This proves G = N. Indeed, if 
now E(G) Q is a proper subgroup or if 0,( 1) = t&( 1 ), the same argument 
leads to a contradiction. Now G has a subgroup of index 2, No = E(G) Q,, 
where 1 Q : QJ = 2. Because G/N, is cyclic each irreducible constituent x of 
t& remains irreducible when restricted to N, by [9, pp. 53-543. By Lemma 
8, w,=~,l,~ contrary to these characters having different degrees. This 
completes the proof of all cases of Lemma 10. 
LEMMA 11. G=E(G). 
ProoJ Assume this is not the case, whence it follows from Lemma 10 
that G has a normal subgroup N of prime index p. Since G/N is cyclic, by 
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Clifford’s Theorem and Lemma 5, every irreducible constituent of 8, 
remains irreducible when restricted to N. By Lemmas 7 and 8, 0 i I N = 8, I N. 
In particular, 
O,(l) = 2. 
We now split the proof into two cases according to whether t33 is reducible 
or not. 
Case 1. O3 is reducible. 
In this case O3 = I, + A2 for some linear characters & of G. Lemma 3 
forces 1, and A, to be distinct and, further, 8, and 8, both to be irreducible. 
More precisely, 
where 1+5 is an irreducible character of G and 01 is a non-principal linear 
character of G/N. Lemma 3 implies that (O,(g) I= 2 for all g E G, whence 
Let 0 = 8,1; ‘. Thus 8 is a virtual character of G whose restriction to every 
proper subgroup is a character and 
where q5 is a non-linear, irreducible character of G and ,4 is a non-principal 
character of G/N, a group of order p. Note also that q51N is a non-linear, 
irreducible character of N. 
We first prove that 4 is constant on the non-identity cosets of N in G. 
Since both a and J. are constant on these cosets, it suffices to prove that 8 
is constant. Let g be a fixed element in G-N and let 8(g) = c; we prove 
O( g,) = c for all g, E gN. As noted above, 8 restricts to a character of degree 
2 on every proper subgroup H of G. Moreover, 
HnNlkerOl,, for all H-c G. 
In particular, 81, is a sum of two linear characters on every proper sub- 
group H. Write g = gig,, where g, and g, are commuting p, p’ elements, 
respectively. Since g, E N n (g), g, E ker 8 ) +>, whence O(g) = O(g,). Next, 
if P is a Sylow p-subgroup of G containing g, and P, = P n N, 
elP(x)=QIP(gl), for all x E g, P, 
Now if x is an arbitrary element of gN, decompose x as above into com- 
muting p and p’ elements x 1, x2, respectively, to get O(x) = 0(x,). Finally, 
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x1 is G-conjugate to some element in the coset g, P,. Since 9 is a class func- 
tion on G, 0(x,) = e(gi), as desired. This proves 4 is constant on the non- 
identity cosets of N in G. 
Note that 4 is never zero outside N; otherwise I,+ would also have to be 
zero for some g E G - N. In this case, B,(g) = J,(g) + A,(g) could not have 
absolute value 2, contrary to a previous remark. 
Let 1, g, g2, . . . . gp- ’ be representatives for the cosets of N in G and note 
that 1, 2, A2, . . . . Ap-’ are the distinct linear characters of G whose kernel 
contains N. As noted earlier, 4 is orthogonal to each of these: 
P--l 
= c c Gwm’(g’), i=O,l,..., p-1. 
j=O JE N 
Since 41 N is orthogonal to 1’1 N ( = the principal character of N), the terms 
with j = 0 in the above expression sum to zero. Thus if we write I(g) = c for 
some primitive pth root of unity c and use the fact that 4 is constant on 
the non-identity cosets of N, the above double sum simplifies to 
P-1 
0 = 1 $b(g’) p, i=o, 1, . ..) p- 1. 
j=l 
By taking the first p - 1 of these equations and writing them in matrix form 
we see that 




[ . . . [P-’ 
(“-2 [Z&2) . Ii . :r i.1 
4k’) = 0 . . 
: : . . . p-u(PP2) &(gP-‘) b 
Since the (p - 1) x (p - 1) square matrix on the left is Vandermonde with 
distinct rows, the vector (4(g), . . . . &gP- ‘)) must be zero. This is in conflict 
with the earlier observation that 4 is never zero on G-N. Case 1 is com- 
plete. 
Case 2: 8, is irreducible. 
Since G/E(G) is cyclic, the kernel of o3 does not contain E(G). Let 
K= ker tJ3. If K# 1, then 
(~ZIK, &lK>: =o. 
As usual, we may argue that for arbitrary x E G, H = (x, K) is proper in 
G and 8,I H = e2 IH, contrary to 8i # e2. This proves t13 is a faithful 
irreducible character of G of degree 2. 
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The preceding argument ogether with an explicit inspection of the linear 
groups of degree 2 forces E(G) r S&(5) and G = E(G) Z(G). The existence 
of N means E(G) < G as well. Furthermore, since 8,(y) = 0 for some 
y E E(G), 0,(y) = 0. By Lemma 3, 
8,) d2, and e3 are distinct irreducible characters of G. 
As ~11E~G~=~21E~G~ and G=E(G)Z(G), ~,lz~G~Z&lz~G~. Thus ~IIz(G,=&~ 
@2IZ(G,= 6, and &IzccJ= 2s3, where d is the degree of or, t& and sl, ~2 
are distinct linear characters of Z(G). Here d> 2 by Lemma 7. But now 
cannot be a character of Z(G), a contradiction. This completes the proof 
of Lemma 11. 
LEMMA 12. G is quasisimple. 
Proof. Assume to the contrary that G( =E(G)) has more than one com- 
ponent. It follows from Lemma 9 that 
G=LI * Lz, L1 z L, r SL,(S). 
Let TE Syl,(G), so Tz Qs * Q8. Since 8,I T is a character of T of degree 2 
and Q8 * Qs has no faithful representation of degree 2, Z(T) 5 ker B,] T. 
Since Z(T) = L, n L, and 8, restricts to a character of degree 2 on each Lj, 
the preceding observation forces f3G to restrict to twice the principal charac- 
ter on each Li (recall that A, = LJZ(L,) has no faithful degree 2 represen- 
tation). Since each g E G can be written as g,g,, giE Li, it follows easily by 
restricting 8, to (g,, g2) that 6, is identically 2, a contradiction. 
At this point there are a number of ways to proceed. One way is to 
examine each of the quasisimple groups in turn (except SL,(p)) and show 
that there are no such virtual characters. We choose to determine more of 
the 2-local structure of G and reduce to a situation where we need only 
check certain 2-local properties of the quasisimple groups. 
For the remaining lemmas let TE Syl,(G). Keep in mind that for every 
proper subgroup H of G, f3,j H is a character of H and 
ker8,\,,= {x~HlflJx)=2). 
Let S={x~TIe~(~)=2}=ker8,/.. 
LEMMA 13. S# T, 
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Proof If S= T, then since 8, is a class function, 8, takes the value 2 
on every 2-element of G. In particular, 
the order of H/ker Bc JH is odd, for all H-C G. 
Note that this implies that for every proper subgroup H of G, 8,I H cannot 
be an irreducible character of H (since 2,j IH/ker eG 1 J), whence 
H’QkerB,l,, for all H < G. (13.1) 
We shall prove that this implies 0, is identically 2, a contradiction. 
If 8, is not 2 on some element g E G, since 8,) <g> is a sum of two linear 
characters, it follows that eG is not 2 on some element of prime power 
order. It therefore suffices to prove Bc is identically equal to 2 on every 
Sylow subgroup. 
Since, by hypothesis, eG is 2 on a Sylow 2-subgroup, it remains to prove 
0, 1 P = 2, for P E Syl,(G), p an odd prime. Let P, = ker O,I P. Since G = G’, 
by Griin’s Theorem [ 14, Theorem 7.4.21 
P= (PnQ’, PnN,(P)‘)QESyl,(G)). 
For each Q E Syl,(G), (13.1) implies Bc is identically 2 on Q’, whence 
Q’ n P < P,. Furthermore, if N= NJ P), the same reasoning shows 
N’ n P < P,. Thus P = P,, as desired. This contradiction completes the 
proof of Lemma 13. 
LEMMA 14. S is not contained in Z(G). 
ProoJ Assume S is contained in Z(G). Since T/S has a faithful charac- 
ter of degree 2, T/S has an abelian subgroup of rank 12 and index 12. 
It follows by inspection of the known simple groups (see, e.g., [IS]) that 
G/Z(G) is isomorphic to one of L,(q), L,(q), U,(q), or A,, for some odd 
prime power q. 
Assume first that G/O(G) is not isomorphic to ,X,(q) or a,. The cover- 
ing groups of G/Z(G) are known and so Z(G) has odd order (so S = 1). In 
these cases G always contains a subgroup H isomorphic to A4. Since A4 
has no faithful 2-dimensional representation, it follows that for some 
involution x E T, e,(x) = 2. This contradicts the fact that S = 1. 
In the remaining cases G has (generalized) quaternion Sylow 2-sub- 
groups and JSJ d 2. In particular, 
if x is an element of order 4 in G, e,(x) # 2. (14.1) 
Now G z 2, or SL,(p’), for some odd prime p and some c( B 1. By our 
overall hypotheses, if G 2 S&(p), then 8, is a character, a contradiction. 
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If G contains a proper subgroup H isomorphic to SL,(ps), for some prime 
power pB > 5, then H has no faithful representation of degree 2. This 
violates (14.1). In particular, since S&(9) E & $ a ,, G is not isomorphic 
to a,. We have reduced to when G z SL,(p”), and (p, ~1) = (3, r) or (5, Y), 
for some prime r. Let P E Syl,(G). Then P is an elementary abelian p-group 
of rank r and N,(P)/C,(P) is a cyclic group of order i(p’ - 1) acting 
irreducibly on P. It follows that 8,I p is twice the principal character of P. 
Now let H be a subgroup of G isomorphic to X,(p). Since Bc jH is a 
character of H which contains a Sylow p-subgroup in its kernel, 6, is 
identically 2 on all of H. This contradicts (14.1) and so completes the 
proof. 
LEMMA 15. S is strongly closed in T with respect to G and T/S z Q8. 
Proof If x E S and xg E T, then because Bc is a class function, O,(X~) = 
e,(x) = 2. Thus xg E S and S is strongly closed. 
Let N= N&S), so N < G by Lemma 14. By Goldschmidt’s transfer 
theorem [13, Theorem B], 
T=(G’nT)S=(N’nT)S. 
Let K = ker f3,I N and let N= N/K. Note that SE Syl,(K) so T/S is a Sylow 
2-subgroup of fl. Thus iV has a faithful degree 2 representation and has no 
subgroup of index 2. It follows from an explicit examination of the degree 
2 linear groups (see [S]) that R/O(N) z S&(3) or S&(5). This establishes 
the lemma. 
The final contradiction now comes from proving that no quasisimple 
group satisfies Lemmas 14 and 15. It is convenient o show this as a conse- 
quence of a slightly more general result which is amenable to induction. 
PROPOSITION 16. Zf G is any finite group with a Sylow 2-subgroup T 
such that T contains a strongly closed subgroup S with T/SE Q8, then 
S~SYLKSGN. 
Note that this Proposition together with Lemmas 12, 14, and 15 give the 
final contradiction in the proof of Theorem I. 
We first prove a lemma which will be used in the inductive proof of 
Proposition 16: 
LEMMA 17. Zf X is a finite group with P E Syl,(X) and S a strongly 
closed subgroup of P such that PJS is cyclic, then SE Syl,( ( Sx)). 
Proof: Let N = N,(S) and note that since Sylow 2-subgroups of N/S 
are cyclic, N/S has a normal 2-complement, i.e., N’ n P < S. By [ 13, 
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Theorem B], X’ n P,< S. Thus S is a Sylow 2-subgroup of the normal 
subgroup X’S This is sufficient to complete the proof, as (S”) 6 X’S 
Proof of Proposition 16. Let G be a minimal counterexample to the asser- 
tion of the proposition. Note that S # 1. Minimality forces 
Next we prove that 
O(G) = 1. (16.1) 
G= (SG). (16.2) 
Let G, = (S”) and assume G, # G. If SE Syl,(GO), G satisfies the conclu- 
sion of Proposition 16 and is not a counterexample. This means 
S$ Syl,(GO). If TE Syl,(G,), then by induction GO has a normal subgroup 
G, with SES~~,(G,). If T is not a Sylow 2-subgroup of G,, then 
P = Tn GO has the property that P/S is cyclic. By the preceding Lemma, 
in this case also S is a Sylow 2-subgroup of some normal subgroup G,of 
GO. In both cases we may apply the Frattini argument to obtain 
G, = G, NGO(S) and G = G,N,( T n G,). By strong closure of S in T, 
N,(Tn G,) 5 NG(S). Thus G = G,N,(S). It follows that G, = GO, a 
contradiction. This proves (16.2). 
If N is any normal subgroup of G such that S n NE Syl,(N), then setting 
G= G/N one sees that the hypotheses carry over to G, ?=‘, and S. If N # 1, 
by minimality of G, SE Syl,( (SC)). It follows that SE Syl,( ( SG)), 
contrary to assumption. This proves 
if 1 # N 9 G, Sn N$ Syl,(N). (16.3) 
Let Q = O,(G). By strong closure, Sn Q 9 G. By (16.3) therefore, 
SnQ=l. Thus [S,Q]<SnQ=l, so S centralizes Q. Thus G=(SG) 
also centralizes Q, i.e., 
O,(G) I Z(G). (16.4) 
Next suppose N is a proper, non-central normal subgroup of G. Let 
TO = T n N and SO = Sn N. Note that TO/So is either cyclic or quaternion 
and SO is strongly closed in TO. By induction (when T,,/S, E Q8) or by the 
preceding lemma (when TO/S, is cyclic), N possesses a normal subgroup K 
with SO E Syl,(K) and K generated by the N-conjugates of S,. As above, 
G = NG(To) N and N= NN(SO) K, SO G = NG(SO) K. It follows that 
K= (Sz) aG. By (16.3) applied to K we must have K= 1, i.e., Sn N= 1. 
Thus [S, TO] I Sn TO = 1, so ST, = S x TO. Note that by normality of N, 
TO is also strongly closed in T with respect to G. Furthermore, by (16.1) 
and (16.4) we must have that TO is a quaternion group. By Goldschmidt’s 
theorem on direct products of strongly closed 2-groups [ 13, Theorem A], 
C(s”>, CT:>1 = 1 
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(alternatively, since we know N has a quaternion Sylow 2-subgroup and 
such groups are easily classified, this also follows from the fact that no 
non-trivial 2-power automorphism of N centralizes a Sylow 2-subgroup 
of N). Thus (SC ) is a proper normal subgroup of G (it centralizes the non- 
abelian group TO) against (16.2). This contradiction shows that G has no 
proper, non-central normal subgroups, that is, 
G is quasisimple. 
From now on let G be the simple group G/Z(G). 
Next we prove 
(16.5) 
if NG(S) I X< G, then X/( S”) has no subgroup of index 2. (16.6) 
To see this let X be a proper subgroup of G which contains N&S) and let 
X,, = (S*). As in the proof of Lemma 15, Goldschmidt’s transfer theorem 
[ 13, Theorem B] together with G being perfect gives that T= 
(N,(S)’ n T) S I X’X,. This implies ( 16.6). 
Next let X= N&S) and X,, = S. By (16.6), X/S has no subgroup of index 
2. Since X/S has a Sylow 2-subgroup T/Sr Q, it follows that some element 
of X of 3-power order acts non-trivially by conjugation on T/S. In 
particular, we have that 3 1 ]NG( T)l. S ince the center of G is a 2-group, this 
property carries over to the simple group G/Z(G), that is, 
3 divides IN&T)]. (16.7) 
We now proceed to eliminate the quasisimple groups by use of the 
Classification of Finite Simple Groups. For a list of the Schur multipliers 
of all the simple groups we refer to [6]. We shall often use the inductive 
property: if X is any proper subgroup of G which contains T, then (S*) 
is a normal subgroup of X whose quotient has Sylow 2-subgroups of type 
Q8. When we pass to the simple group, 3 is still strongly closed in T but 
now X/(S”) has Sylow 2-subgroups of type Q8 or Z, x Z,. 
First we prove that 
G is not a sporadic group. (16.8) 
The list of properties of the sporadic groups in [ 16, Section 1.51 shows 
that with the exception of J, , J,, J3, Sz and F,, Sylow 2-subgroups in the 
simple sporadic groups are self-normalizing. Property (16.7) eliminates all 
but these 5 candidates for G. Since T/Sz Q8, T is not generated by involu- 
tions. Thus G is not isomorphic to any of the 3 simple Janko groups since 
their Sylow 2-subgroups are generated by involutions (see [16, Section 
1.53). Furthermore, of these 5 exceptions only Sz and J2 have 2-fold covers 
(and the 2-part of their multipliers is exactly 2). Consider now when G is 
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isomorphic to Sz, to F,, or to a 2-fold cover of Sz or J2. Let x be the cen- 
tralizer of a 2-central involution in G with Tr X. The structure of J? is 
described in [ 16, Section 1.51. When G r Sz, 8 is a perfect group of type 
2’s2;(2) and so no quotient of x has Sylow 2-subgroups of order 4 
or 8. Similarly, when G r F,, X= X= 2’ + ‘(A 5 \ 2,); here the group 
2’ +8(A5 x A,) is perfect and so again X has no quotient whose Sylow 
2-subgroups are of type Qg. Finally, if G is the 2-fold cover of J,, 
Br (Q8 * D,) A, (split extension). The subgroup O,(8) is the only normal 
subgroup whose quotient has Sylow 2-subgroups of order 4 or 8, whence 
S= O,(x). But J2 has one class of elements of order 4 (see [6]) and 
X-O,(X) contains elements of order 4, so O,(R) cannot be strongly 
closed. This contradiction completes the proof of (16.8). 
We now prove that 
G is not of Lie type over a field of characteristic 2. (16.9) 
If G is a simple group of Lie type over a field of characteristic 2 but not 
of type 2F,(2”), Sz(2”), or U,(2”), m odd, then its Sylow 2-subgroup is 
generated by root groups which are elementary abelian. As noted above T 
is not generated by involutions. In order to prove (16.9) we must only 
eliminate the above exceptions and the groups of Lie type which have 
2-fold covers. Since the Suzuki groups have order prime to 3, by (16.7) G 
is not a Suzuki group or a cover of Sz(8). Also, the Cartan subgroup of 
*F,(2”) is abelian of type (2” - 1,2” - 1) and since here n is odd, 3 does not 
divide this order. By (16.7) therefore G is not of type ‘F,(2”). Similarly, the 
Sylow 2-subgroup of the Tits group 2F4(2)’ is self normalizing so G is not 
isomorphic to this group either. 
Consider next when G is isomorphic to U,(2”), m odd. In this case the 
Schur multiplier of G has odd order so G is simple. If m > 3, U,(2”) has 
a parabolic subgroup UL, where U = O,( UL) and L z SU,_ 2(2”). There 
are no normal subgroups for which the quotient group has Sylow 2-sub- 
group of type Q8 unless m = 5 and n = 1. By [6], U,(2) has another 
parabolic of type 24+4(23 x A,) in which the 5-elements act fixed point 
freely on the 24+4. This group has no normal subgroup for which the 
quotient has a Sylow 2-subgroup of order 8. If GE U3(2”), T is a special 
group of order 23”. Since T/Z(T) is abelian, Z(T) is not contained in S. 
Thus S and T- S both contain involutions. This is a contradiction because 
U3(2’7 has one class of involutions but S is strongly closed in T. 
It remains only to eliminate the possibility that G is a nonsimple group 
of Lie type over a field of characteristic 2, i.e., G has an exceptional Schur 
multiplier. The possibilities for G are Sz(8) (done already), U,(2), L,(4), 
G,(4), U,(2), O,+(2), Sp,(2), or 2E6(2). The latter four types are easily 
ruled out since (by [6]) each simple group possesses a perfect subgroup 
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(as indicated) which contains a Sylow 2-subgroup but which clearly has no 
quotient whose Sylow 2-subgroups are of type Q, or Z2 x Z,: 
and 
29~4) I U,(2), 2% IO,+ (2), 2%(2) 5 Q,(2) 
2240,(2) 5 Q,(2). 
Each of the remaining three types of simple group possesses a perfect sub- 
group U. A, (split extension) which contains the Sylow 2-subgroup T, 
where Ur E,, in U,(2) and L,(4) and U is special of order 22f* in G,(4). 
In all three cases an element of order 5 acts fixed point freely on U/U’ so 
the only normal subgroup whose quotient has Sylow 2-subgroups of type 
Q8 or Z, x Z, is U itself. Thus in these cases 3 is forced to equal U (and 
G cannot be simple). This leads to a contradiction because U is not 
strongly closed: the A, subgroup contains involutions but U contains a 
representative of each conjugacy class of involutions in the simple group. 
This completes all cases of (16.9). 
We now prove 
G is not an alternating group. (16.10) 
Assume % 2 A,. If n = 5, 6, or 7, Sylow 2-subgroups of G are dihedral or 
quaternion and so have no proper quotients isomorphic to QB (S # 1). This 
proves n > 8. 
If n is odd, G possesses a subgroup H with f7~ A,- 1 and TE Syl,(H). 
By minimality of G, H must have a normal subgroup N with H/N having 
Qs Sylow 2-subgroups. This clearly is absurd. Write n = 2m and let W be 
the subgroup of G mapping onto ((1 2)(3 4), (3 4)(5 6), ..‘, 
(2m - 3 2m - 2)(2m - 1 2m)). Let N = NJ W). We may assume W< T, so 
WdT and T<N. Note that N= W.A.2, where AzA,, W is either 
elementary abelian or extraspecial according to whether Z(G) = 1 or 2, 
respectively [ 16, Section 6.11, and W/W’ is the trace 0 submodule of the 
natural module for A. Since n 2 8, W is generated by involutions. This 
implies 1 W: Wn SI < 2. Now the action of A forces WS S. Thus N/WE S, 
must have a normal subgroup whose quotient has Q8 Sylow 2-subgroups. 
This too is absurd, and so ( 16.10) holds. 
It remains to show that G is not of Lie type over a held of odd order, 
q. The proof follows the basic outline of the alternating group case 
although the technical details are more complicated. We first dispose of 
some of the small rank groups: 
G is not isomorphic to L,(q) or *G2(q). (16.11) 
If G were of one of these types, its Sylow 2-subgroup would be either 
(generalized) quaternion, dihedral, or abelian. In any event T could not 
have a proper quotient isomorphic to QB, a contradiction. 
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Now if G is a quasisimple group of Lie type over the field of q elements, 
q odd, G has a set 52 of fundamental subgroups isomorphic to SL,(q), as 
described in [2] and [3]. All fundamental subgroups are conjugate in G 
except when G z G,(q) or 3D,(q) in which there are 2 classes of fundamen- 
tal subgroups (see the proof of (1.2) in [3]). We dispose of the latter two 
families first: 
G is not isomorphic to G,(q) or 3D4(q). (16.12) 
If G belonged to one of these two families, since these groups have no 
2-fold covers G would be simple. The Sylow 2-subgroup of G would then 
be of type (Q, * Qz)( t), where Q, is a (generalized) quaternion group, t is 
an involution (normalizing each Q,), and IQ1 A Q,l = 2. It follows that a 
Sylow 2-subgroup of G would be generated by involutions, contradicting 
the fact that clearly T is not. This proves (16.12) and also reduces to when 
all fundamental SL2(q)‘s are conjugate in G. We note that since O(G) = 1, 
G is a homomorphic image of a universal group of Lie type (i.e., no excep- 
tional multipliers are involved) so in the remaining arguments it will not be 
necessary to separate the simple and non-simple cases. 
Let J,, .,., J,,, be a maximal set of pairwise commuting members of a 
with J= J, and set K= J, . . . J,. We may assume these are chosen so that 
Kn TE Syl,(K). By basic properties of these fundamental subgroups (see 
[3, Section 11) Kn T is the weak closure of Jn T in T with respect to G 
and N,(K n T) I N,(K). In particular, T normalizes K. Let M = N,(K) 
and let M, = (S”“). By induction, SE Syl,(M,). 
We next prove 
TnKQS. (16.13) 
Setting K, = K n M,, we see that K/K, has Sylow 2-subgroups of order 
58. If K has more than one component (or solvable component), then 
some Ji is necessarily contained in K,. In this situation S contains a Sylow 
2-subgroup of Ji. Since all components of K are conjugate in G and S is 
strongly closed, (16.13) holds. If, on the other hand, K= J,, from 
Aschbacher’s list [3, Theorem 2(l)] we get that G is isomorphic to one of 
L,(q) or U,(q). Since the groups have no a-fold covers, G is simple as well. 
It follows that the Sylow 2-subgroup of G is quasidihedral or wreathed (see 
[ 14, Section 16.71). In each of these 2-groups the subgroup generated by 
the involutions has cyclic quotient, whereas by inspection T cannot have 
this property. This proves (16.13). 
Since K n T= K n S is the weak closure of Jn T in T with respect o G, 
NG(S) 2 N,(K n T). As recorded earlier, the latter group normalizes K, 
whence N&S) I M. By (16.6) we have that 
M/M, has no subgroup of index 2. (16.14) 
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It follows from [3, (1.3)] that M permutes {J,, J,, . . . . Jm}. Let A be the 
kernel of the permutation action of M on {J1,, J2, . . . . J,} and let - denote 
passage to the quotient M/A. The section M is described in all cases by 
[3, Theorem 23 (and is denoted by p(L) therein). 
Next we prove 
M, is transitive on J1, J,, . . . . J,. (16.15) 
Note that AM, maps onto a normal subgroup fi,, of fi whose quotient 
has Sylow 2-subgroups of order ~8 (and of type Q8 if equality occurs). 
Note further that the latter quotient has no subgroups of index 2 by 
(16.14). It follows by an easy inspection of Aschbacher’s list in 
[3, Theorem 21 that fi, is transitive, as claimed. 
The final contradiction is now easily reached. By ( 16.15) we have 
M= N,(J) M,. (16.16) 
Let N= N,(J) and note that J,, . . . . J, I N. Thus Kn T is contained in 
some Sylow 2-subgroup T, of N. Since, as noted above, K n T is the 
weak closure of Jn T in T with respect to G, K n Ta T, . Since 
NJ K n T) I M, T, < M, i.e., Mcontains a Sylow 2-subgroup of N. Replacing 
T by an M-conjugate if necessary, we may assume T, = T n N is Sylow in 
N. Let S, = S n N = T, n M,. Since Sylow 2-subgroups of M/M, are of 
type Q8, (16.16) implies that T,/S, z Q8 as well. Furthermore, S, is 
strongly closed in T, with respect to G. Thus by induction S, E Syl,(N,), 
where N, = (Sr), and T,/SI E Q, is a Sylow 2-subgroup of N/N,. The 
structure of N is described completely in [4, Section 41 as 
N = JXH, 
where X is a product of (possibly solvable) components of N which are 
generated by conjugates of J (indeed, is a single component except when G 
is an orthogonal group) and H is an abelian group (a torus in some Bore1 
subgroup of G). It follows from these remarks and the strong closure of S, 
in T, (with respect o G) that S, contains a Sylow 2-subgroup of JX. Thus 
a Sylow 2-subgroup of N/N,, is isomorphic to a subgroup of the abelian 
group H, a contradiction. This completes the elimination of all quasisimple 
groups as counterexamples and so establishes the proposition. 
3. EXAMPLES OF VIRTUAL CHARACTERS OF DEGREE 2 
The principal purpose of this section is to provide examples of virtual 
n 
characters of degree 2 of S&(p) and S&(3) which restrict on all proper 
subgroups to characters. These examples illustrate that the hypotheses in 
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Theorem I on S&(p) and SG) sections of the Galois group cannot be 
removed using only our group-theoretic and character-theoretic arguments 
based on properties (l)-(4) of L-series. For example, if G= Gal(E/F) g 
X,(p), for some odd prime p > 5, then G always possesses characters $ 
and x of degrees p + 1 and p - 1, respectively, such that 6 = $ - x restricts 
on all proper subgroups to a character. Furthermore, x is faithful and not 
induced from any proper subgroup of G. Using only our arguments, one 
cannot eliminate the possibility that cE(s) has a zero of order 2 at some 
point s,, E C, L(s, x) has a simple pole at sO, L(s, $) has a simple zero at s,, 
and all other L-series for G are non-zero holomorphic functions at s,, (so 
0 = 0,). If this were the case, all L-series for all proper subgroups of G 
would be holomorphic at sO. Because we proceed inductively, such con- 
figurations must be eliminated from all sections of Galois groups as well. 
The main result of this section gives slightly more information about 
n 
virtual characters of SL,(p) of degree 2. The groups S&(5) and X,,(3) are 
treated at the end of this section. 
PROPOSITION I. Let p be a prime with p 2 7 and let G = SL,(p). Then G 
always possesses a virtual character 8 such that 
01, is a character of H for all proper subgroups H of G and 6( 1) = 2. (t) 
Furthermore, 
(1) There are always faithful irreducible characters $ and x of degrees 
p + 1 and p - 1, respectively, such that 8 = $ - x satisfies (t). 
(2) Zf p + 1 = 2n, for some n with (n, 30) = 1, then there are faithful 
irreducible characters II/, x I, and x2 with $(l)=p+l and x1(1)=x2(1)= 
+(p-1), such that t3=+-xI--xz satisfies (t). 
(3) Zfp-1=2n, f or some n with (n, 30) = 1, then there are faithful 
irreducible characters $ 1, $ z, and x with Ic/1(1)=$2(1)=$(p+1) and 
x(l)=p-1, such that 8=$1+tjz-~satisfies (t). 
Conversely, any non-constant virtual character 8 of G satisfying (t) is of the 
type described in (1 t(3). In particular, 0 cannot have four distinct irreducible 
constituents (i.e., (8, 0) = 2 or 3). 
Proof: Let p be a prime 2 5 (for the moment) and G = SL,(p). From 
Dickson’s list of the subgroups of SL,(p) [S, Theorem 2601 one sees that 
G possesses ubgroups M, , M,, and M, which are cyclic of orders p + 1, 
p - 1, and 2p, respectively, and pairwise intersect in (z), where (z) = 
Z(G) g 2,. Moreover, distinct conjugates of M, intersect in Z(G) for 
i= 1,2,3. Every non-central element of G is conjugate to an element in 
exactly one of M, , M,, or M,. In M, the only fusion is that each element 
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is conjugate to its inverse; the same is true in M,. Also, M, has $p(p - 1) 
conjugates, M, has $p(p + 1) conjugates, and M3 has p + 1 conjugates. 
For p > 5 define a class function 6 on G as follows: 
(i) 81,,,,, =i + 2, where 3, is any linear character of M, which is faith- 
ful on elements of orders 2, 3, and 5 in M, (whenever M, has 
elements of those orders), 
(ii) 8(,, = p + fi, where p is any linear character of M, which is 
faithful on elements of orders 2, 3, and 5 in M2 (whenever M, 
has elements of those orders), 
(iii) 8(x) = 
i 
2, if 1.x( =p 
-2, if 1x1 = 2~. 
With this definition (extended by conjugation to all of G) 0 is a well defined 
class function. 
The only nilpotent subgroups of G are contained either in conjugates of 
Mi, M,, M3 or in conjugates of a (generalized) quaternion Sylow 2-sub- 
group. By construction, 0 restricts to a character on each of the former 
three types. To prove that 0 restricts to a character on a Sylow 2-subgroup 
T, note first that every element of order 4 must lie in either M, or M,, so 
0 is necessarily 0( = i + i) on elements of order 4. Since for some Mi, i = 1 
or 2, Tn Mi is a maximal cyclic subgroup To of T, 01 T0 is of the form c( + E 
for some faithful linear character a of To. Furthermore, 81 T is zero on 
T- To. It follows that 0 T is a 2-dimensional faithful character of T. Thus 
01” is a character of H for every nilpotent subgroup H of G. By Brauer’s 
characterization of characters, 
0 is a virtual character of G of degree 2. 
It follows from the definition and the discussion in the above paragraph 
that 8 is a sum of characters when restricted to the normalizers of M,, MZ, 
and M,. The remaining maximal subgroups according to Dickson’s list are 
S&(3), 9,, and S&(5), when 5 divides the order of G. Since 0 is a virtual 
character of G (hence of every subgroup of G), by Brauer’s characterization 
of characters it suffices to show that 8 restricted to these subgroups has 
norm 1. This is a straightforward calculation, since we know the values of 
0 on elements of orders 8, 3, and 5. We omit the details for subgroups of 
type S&(3) and 3,. We sketch a proof that this is the case for subgroups 
of type X,(5) as a special case of the discussion that follows (which is the 
reason we allowed p = 5 at the outset). 
We compute the norm of 8 when p > 5 (at the end of this computation 
we indicate how to modify the calculations to show that 0 restricted to sub- 
groups of type S&(5) has norm 1). The sum Cne G l0( g)) * can be broken 
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into four parts, X,, . . . . z‘,, where Ci is the sum over non-central elements 
in conjugates of Mi, i= 1,2, 3, and L’, is the sum over Z(G). Define 
ni= CelA4,9 elM,)M,~ i= 1, 2. 
Thus for i = 1,2, 
1 IcT)12= Nil n,. 
!?sM, 
Also, since 131~~ is twice a linear character, 
c lQ)12= W3l .4. 
REM3 
In each Mi the sum of (0(* over the two central elements is 8; this must be 
subtracted to obtain the sum over the non-central elements. Finally, 





Since IG( =p(p - l)(p + l), the sum of the above four terms divided by JGI 
simplifies to 
<e,e)=j$&+ . ..Z‘+.+n,). 
When G has a proper subgroup H isomorphic to XL,(j), let H,, Hz, 
and H, be subgroups of orders 6, 4, and 10 corresponding to M, , M2, and 
M,. Then 81 H, is a sum of two distinct (faithful, complex conjugate) charac- 
ters of M, for i = 1,2, and 3. The sums L’, , . . . . C, for the subgroup H are 
thus 
L-, = 40, c,=o, c, = 72, Cq=8 
(the first 2 are obtained by taking p = 5 and n, = n, = 2 in the above 
formulas; the third must be calculated separately, since 8 is not twice an 
irreducible character on the subgroup of order 10 in H). Thus (OIH, OIH) 
= 1, as needed. 
Assume from now on that p 7 5. The subgroups M, and M2 always have 
linear characters A and p respectively such that 1# 1 and ,U #fi. In this 
case, n, = n2 = 2 and (0, t3) = 2. By inspection of the degrees of the 
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irreducible characters of X,(p) and the character table of S&(7) (see [6]) 
it follows that Conclusion (1) holds. 
Next note that any real-valued linear character of the cyclic group (x) 
necessarily contains (x2) in its kernel. Thus in order for 01 M, to be a 
character of M, of the form 1, +A with E,=X and also to be faithful 
on elements of orders 2, 3, and 5 in M,, it is necessary that none of 
these elements be a square in M,. In this situation, we must have 
p + 1 = IM, 1 = 2n, where n is relatively prime to 2, 3, and 5. Conversely, if 
IM, 1 = 2n, where n is relatively prime to 30, then M, does have a real- 
valued linear character which is faithful on the element of order 2 (and 3 
and 5 do not divide the order of M,). In this situation n, = 4. Moreover, 
4 1 IM, I so M, does not have a real-valued linear character which is faithful 
on the involution in M2, i.e., n, is forced to be 2. In this case (0, f3) = 3 
and, from inspection of the degrees of the irreducible characters of SL,(p) 
(see [6]) it follows that Conclusion (2) holds. By a symmetric argument 
with the roles of M, and M, interchanged we obtain Conclusion (3). 
These arguments have proved the existence of virtual characters 6 of 
S&(p) satisfying Conclusions (l)-(3) of the proposition. Conversely, let 0 
be any non-constant virtual character of G satisfying (t) (here p 2 7). Since 
the elements of M, and M, are fused in G to their inverses, 8 restricted to 
each of these groups must be a sum of two linear characters which are 
complex conjugates. 
If 0 is not faithful on the elements of orders 2, 3, and 5, then by restricting 
to a (proper) subgroup of type S&(3) or S&(5) (on which 8 is a character 
of degree 2) one sees that 0(x) = 2 for some element x of order 4 (note that 
PSL,(3) and PSL,(S) do not have faithful representations of degree 2). If 
x is an element of G of order prime to p, then x lies in some proper sub- 
group H which is generated by elements of order 4 (there is one conjugacy 
class of elements of order 4). Since 8 is a character of degree 2 of H which 
takes the value 2 on each element in a set of generators for H, 8 must be 
identically 2 on H. Now if x is an element of G whose order is divisible by 
p, then x lies in some proper subgroup H which is generated by elements 
of order p - 1. By the preceding observation 8 takes the value 2 on each 
element of a generating set for H, whence is again identically 2 on H. This 
proves e(x) = 2, for all x E G. This contradiction shows that 8 is faithful on 
the elements of orders 2, 3, and 5. 
If P E Syl,(G), N,(P)/Z(G) is a Frobenius group of order &(p - 1). It 
follows that P must be in the kernel of f3l NG(P), i.e., /3(x) = 2, if (xl =p. Thus 
8 is forced to satisfy Properties (i), (ii), and (iii) of the virtual characters 
described above. The arguments following these properties rely only on the 
values specified in (i)-(iii) and show that any virtual character with these 
values satisfies Conclusions (l)-(3) of the proposition. This completes the 
proof. 
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It is worth remarking that none of the irreducible constituents of 6’ listed 
in Conclusions (l)-(3) which have a negative coefficient are induced from 
any proper subgroup since, by Dickson’s list, S&(p) has no subgroups of 
index <p. 
Next we prove the analog of Proposition I for S&(5). 
PROPOSITION II. Let G = SL,(5) and let Ic/, 1 be the faithful irreducible 
characters of G of degrees 6 and 4 respectively. The virtual character 
0 = + -x restricts to a character on every proper subgroup and this is the 
only virtual character of degree 2 which is not a character having this 
property. 
Proof We first prove the uniqueness of 8 by determining its values 
(uniquely) on all group elements; these values together with an inspection 
of the character table of G then give the existence of 8. 
Assume 9 is a virtual character of degree 2 of G which is not a character 
but which restricts to a character on proper subgroups. Let N be the nor- 
malizer of a Sylow 2-subgroup in G so Nr SL,(3). If 01 N is not a faithful 
character of N, then 0(x) = 2 for all elements x of order 4 in G. In this case 
since every element of G lies in some proper subgroup generated by 
elements of order 4 it follows that l9 is identically 2. This contradicts our 
basic hypothesis. This proves that 81, is a degree 2 irreducible character 
and because the elements of order 3 are real in G, 81, is uniquely deter- 
mined. The values of 8 on elements of order prime to 5 are given in the 
following table: 
order of element number of such value of 8 
1 1 2 
2 1 -2 
4 30 0 
3 20 -1 
6 20 1 
Next let M be a subgroup of order 10 in G. There are 6 such subgroups 
which pairwise intersect in the central subgroup of order 2. The sum of 
[S(g)/’ over the elements of order 5 and 10 can therefore be computed as 
in the preceding proof by summing over M, subtracting the sum over the 
two central elements and multiplying this number by 6. This sum may be 
written 
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This accounts for all 120 elements of G and so gives 
Since (0(,, 8(,,,, ),,,, = 2 or 4, (0, 19) = 1 or 2 respectively. By hypothesis 8 
is not an irreducible character of G, so 
(e,e)=2 and oh, e1,),=4. 
Thus 0) M must be twice a linear character of M. Since the elements of order 
5 are real and 8 is -2 on the elements of order 2, it follows that e(x) = 2, 
for all elements x of order 5 in G (and 8 is -2 on elements of order 10). 
This completes the proof that 0 is uniquely determined. 
Note that Brauer’s characterization of characters using the values of the 
class function described above ensures that 8 is a virtual character of G of 
degree 2. Since we know the exact values of 8, however, it is trivial to check 
the character table of X,(5) in [6] to see that 8 = $ - x, as claimed. This 
completes the proof. 
Finally we treat the groups of type SG). Recall that such a group is 
of the form 
G=Q<t>, QrQ,and (t)zZz,., n3 1, 
where Q 5 G and t induces an automorphism of order 3 on Q with 
t3 E Z(G). Note that G/(t3) 1 X,(3), t3 $ G’ and (Q, t3) g Q x Z3”-’ (the 
Schur multiplier of S&(3) being trivial means there is no proper central 
extension of S&(3) with center in the commutator). Also note that G is a 
subgroup of index 3 in the group 
G*=HxZrSL,(3)xZ,,, 
where Q is the (normal) Sylow 2-subgroup of G* and t is an element of 
order 3 in H times an element of order 3” in Z. Note that G * = GZ. 
PROPOSITION III. A group G of type SG) has distinct faithful irreducible 
characters II/, , I+IJ~, and x of degree 2 such that 
e=bh+h-X 
restricts to a character on every proper subgroup. 
Proof. First note that the irreducible characters of SL,(3) have degrees 
1, 1, 1, 2, 2, 2, and 3, and only the degree 2 irreducible characters are faith- 
ful. From this one can read off the characters of the direct product G* 
described above: the degrees are the same (with multiplicities multiplied 
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by 3”) and only the degree 2 irreducible characters which are faithful on Z 
are faithful on G*. By Clifford’s Theorem each irreducible character of G* 
restricts to an irreducible character of its subgroup G and every irreducible 
character of G is obtained from such a restriction, 
Let i be a primitive 3”th root of 1 and let o be a primitive cube root of 
1 in C. From the above observations one sees that there are irreducible 
characters $i , ti,, and x of G, each of which restricts to the unique 
irreducible degree 2 character of the Sylow 2-subgroup Q. These are 
defined on the Sylow 3-subgroup of G by 
x(t) = (0 + &ii 
Let 8 = tj I + tj2 - x. Then 13 o is the irreducible degree 2 character of Q and 
O(t) = 21. It follows easily that 6’ restricts to a character on the subgroups 
(i, t3) and (-1, t), where i is an element of order 4 in Q whose square 
is - 1. Thus 8 restricts to a character on every proper subgroup of G. This 
completes the proof. 
Again it is worth noting that since groups of type SG) do not have 
subgroups of index 2, the character x described in Proposition III is not 
induced from any proper subgroup. 
With some additional arguments similar to those used in the proof of 
Lemma 7 (or by direct calculation) one can also show conversely that if 8 
n 
is a virtual character of a group of type S&(3) which is not a character 
but which restricts to a character on every proper subgroup, then 
I3 = 11/, + $2 - x for some distinct irreducible characters 11/i, Ic/2, and x of 
degree 2. The details are omitted. 
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